Baker Votes Sporadic Boycotts; Deans, Administration Talk Expulsion Movement Voted Down; Baker Residents See Riot Futility

At a special four-hour meeting Sunday afternoon, attended by representatives of Institute Committee, Dormitory Council, the Dean's Office and the Administration, it was decided that student government would assume responsibility for taking disciplinary action through normal channels against those students involved in Saturday night's riots. Although President Killian and Chancellor Stratton, speaking for the Administration, called for the expulsion of the twenty-six students involved, it was agreed that no unusual action need be taken.

Speaking of last weekend's events, Dormitory Council President Ed Friedman '57 called the riot Friday "a responsible and orderly demonstration of discontent" but found the next night's uprising "obviously excessive." Friedman was disturbed at the timing of the Institute's announcement of rent increases and felt the timing partially a product of "insufficient communication between the Administration, student government, and the student body." If the students had been presented with the financial problems behind the change they had been asked to aid in finding a solution, the riot might have been avoided," Friedman said.

Four of those arrested Saturday, Don Smith '57, Don Weller '57, Dave Parker '57, and Dave Mofett '57, not having participated in the rioting, were released and told not to return to the campus for an indefinite time. The others implicated by sufficient evidence will also be taken. Against any of Inscomm Judicial Committee. "Action will be taken in the very near future, against the twenty-six students will be, said Friedman. Dormitory Judicial Committees provided by Inscomm.

The rioting partially a product of "inexorably escalating," Friedman was disturbed at the timing of the Institute's announcement of rent increases and felt the timing partially a product of "insufficient communication between the Administration, student government, and the student body." If the students had been presented with the financial problems behind the change they had been asked to aid in finding a solution, the riot might have been avoided," Friedman said.

Baker House residents see riot futility
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